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4  Cartographic Representation in the 
Age of Vernacular Landscape
Pictorial Metaphor in Stephen Long’s 
Map of the Country Drained by the 
Mississippi (1822)

Kenneth Haltman

To the fundamentally fictional nature of maps, their status as social and cul-
tural constructions, we might add the seemingly obvious corollary that such 
representations, because pictorial, should correspond in meaningful ways to 
contemporary artistic practices, however non- cartographic or less explicitly 
cartographic in nature. Certainly, in the case of maps produced literally along-
side drawings and paintings commissioned by the same institutional patrons, 
intended to represent related aspects of the world, such correspondences 
would seem all but inevitable, differences in technical means and rhetorical 
strategies notwithstanding. In the case of Major Stephen Harriman Long’s 
two- part Map of the Country Drained by the Mississippi (Figure 4.1), based 
on data gathered in the company of Samuel Seymour and Titian Ramsay 
Peale, artists under his command on the first federally sponsored scientific 
exploration of the American West (1818– 20), one is less struck by the now 
conventional insight that the maps themselves served as “a vehicle for the cre-
ation and conveying of authority about, and ultimately over, territory” than 
by their subtle undermining of those claims to authority by pictorial means, 
registering uncertainty and doubt, a sense of ironic dislocation and anxiety 
aligned with structural metaphors employed by both Seymour and Peale as 
landscape painter and assistant naturalist, respectively, in their own exped-
ition images.1

The intertextualities governing this ambivalent pictorial poetics are perhaps 
most apparent in the handful of engravings after field studies by both artists that 
appeared in late 1822 in an atlas volume accompanying the Philadelphia edition 
of the expedition’s published account immediately following Long’s maps that 
constituted by some measure its culminating achievement.2 While these maps 
have long been seen as accomplished examples of period cartography serving 
to document an arguably overconfident imperial ambition, marking out the lit-
eral extent and contours of the national territory with unprecedented accuracy, 
they offer telling evidence of perceptual and literal confusions regarding that 
territory, especially when understood as a realm of intercultural interaction and 
exchange. Just as properly pictorial metaphor in the work of Seymour and Peale 
arguably serves to suggest the inadequacy of scientific reason to achieve reliable 
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Figure 4.1  Young and Delleker, after Stephen Long, Map of the Country Drained 
by the Mississippi, 1822, black- and- white engravings, in Edwin James, 
comp., Account of an Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains 
(Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1822– 23), Atlas volume. Yale Collection of 
Western Americana, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library.
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geological or ethnographic understanding, Map of the Country Drained by the 
Mississippi, attributed to Long but in actual execution produced by a com-
plex team effort, utilizes abstract signs combined with pictographic symbols, 
wishful narrative inscriptions, and unmarked spaces to express similar uncer-
tainty regarding cognitive and territorial control.

Assessing the map alongside other self- consciously artistic images produced 
in response to related expeditionary challenges enables us to make prop-
erly pictorial sense of its contradictions and peculiarities. Long, who as 
commanding officer oversaw both artists’ work, was enough involved in image 
making himself to recognize cartographic verisimilitude as a pictorial effect. 
Balancing mimesis with invention, he combined narrative commentary and 
figuration with more modern modes of symbolic abstraction in a recognizably 
aesthetic strategy beholden to those of the artists by whom arguably he was 
most directly— however unconsciously— influenced.

When in March 1817 President James Monroe had approved Long’s pro-
posal to produce “a correct Plan of the country” based on the “Latitudes and 
Longitudes of all important places,” his Secretary of War, John C. Calhoun, who 
strongly endorsed the project, provided two military assistants, Cadet William 
H. Swift and Lieutenant James D. Graham, the latter an artillery officer trained 
at West Point responsible for assisting in making daily observations and care-
fully recording them, along with funds to acquire the equipment necessary to 
produce this Plan, this map, from the best suppliers.3 According to an inventory 
included in Graham’s preface to a description of the expedition’s “Astronomical 
and Meteorological Records,” this impressive array of instruments included 
two sextants, a circle of reflection with a graduated limb 12 inches in diam-
eter, an artificial horizon of mercury with a glass roof, a second such horizon 
improvised in the field, an achromatic telescope 4 feet in length for observing 
eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites, a box chronometer, a pocket chronometer cased 
like a common watch, an instrument described as “ingeniously designed” for 
observing the dip of the magnetic needle (followed by a detailed description of 
its use), one azimuth compass and one common surveyor’s compass, a 50- foot 
chain, a small theodolite (“for trigonometrical purposes”), three mountain 
barometers (two of which, he notes, malfunctioned), several mercurial and one 
alcohol thermometers, half a dozen “traveling” and several pocket compasses, 
a pocket telescope, and on and on.4

The expedition set out from Pittsburgh in April 1819 in the Western 
Engineer, an experimental steamboat of Long’s own design, and traveled down 
the Ohio to St. Louis. In June they headed up the Missouri to the vicinity of 
Fort Lisa where they set up winter camp. The following spring, with a small 
military escort, Long’s team of “scientific gentlemen” set out overland for the 
Rockies along the Platte. Reaching the Front Range by early July, they found 
the mountains “impenetrable” and, short on supplies, turned south and shortly 
thereafter, having split up into two companies, east in the direction of home 
along the Arkansas and Canadian rivers, respectively— an improvised itinerary 
clearly, however minimally, marked out on Long’s two maps.
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The published account compiled from this and other data collected and 
journals kept by those involved was, after considerable effort and delay, 
issued in Philadelphia by Carey and Lea in two handsome octavo volumes 
accompanied by the slender folio atlas previously mentioned containing a 
total of 11 plates: the two maps, eight engraved illustrations after works by 
both artists, and a pairing of vertical sections. It measured about one foot in 
height— a footprint virtually identical to that of the two text volumes laid side 
by side. Not least in this symbolic fashion, the expedition’s differing modes of 
discourse— narrative, cartographic, and pictorial— were thus conceived, and in 
fact designed, to fit together.5

The expedition’s symbolic climax— the arrival at the Rockies in late June 
1820— is, for instance, both described at length in the Account, represented 
by Seymour in two images (View of the Rocky Mountains on the Platte 50 
Miles from Their Base and View of the Chasm through which the Platte Issues 
from the Rocky Mountains), and marked out on the map by a series of small 
crosses along the Platte accompanied by dates, each representing “a point of 
encampment” logically spaced at intervals of one day’s march. The written 
narrative composed by expedition geologist, botanist, and journalist Edwin 
James follows and thus confirms the same orderly movement through time 
and space marked out on the map, each suggesting purposefulness, steadfast-
ness, and accomplishment. This insistent linearity borrows its sense of order 
from nature, following the course of various rivers, yet motivated by a desire 
for cultural control expressed in steady increments of progress graphically 
superimposed upon the mapped landscape.

Cartographic historian Raymond Craib has described such effects as expres-
sive of a “consuming preoccupation with spatial order, scientific rigor, and visu-
ality,” which he attributes to a hegemonic will to impose desired order on the 
world.6 In these terms, even the simple lines of the expedition’s route as thus 
inscribed read metaphorically— a “veiled rhetoric” motivated at the very least 
by Long’s desire to secure continued public support for exploration through 
a display of confident command.7 His maps were intended to serve similar 
ends by correcting numerous errors common “even on some of the latest and 
approved maps” then in circulation concerning the geography of the country 
west of the Mississippi especially. Discipline was key, and Graham describes 
the “[c] onsiderable pains” he and Long took to double- check all calculations. 
Though perhaps not entirely “free from inaccuracies,” he felt certain “none of 
magnitude [would] be found among them.”8

Long was certainly invested in putting signs of careful measurement on dis-
play. The precise location of Engineer Cantonment, for instance, warrants an 
extended, italicized, extra- cartographic narrative inscription (along the right 
edge of the Western Section about one- third of the way down from the top) 
detailing the astronomical observations involved in its calculation, though 
the field of relative cartographic blankness where this text appears suggests, 
ironically, that its inclusion meant displacing, perhaps, other data of equal 
relevance. Indeed, one notes across both sections of the map the vestiges of 
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an even earlier competing mode of visual inscription such as doodled topo-
graphic icons representing (labeled) Castle Rock and James’ Peak along the left 
edge of the same section, halfway down, adhering to a different scopic regime 
altogether in contrast to the more modern cartographic abstraction of the 
world surrounding them. Suggestive less of scientific mensuration than artful 
contrivance, such passages derive from the pictorial style of earlier picturesque 
travel accounts in which the work of the imagination offers a telling contrast 
to the pictorial rhetoric of “Astronomical Observation,” the term Graham and 
Long prefer in describing their work, subtly undermining the authority of their 
claims to scientific accuracy.

Yet another extra- scientific version — or vision— of James’ Peak appears in 
the “Profile or Vertical Section” beneath the map, stylistically incompatible 
with the first, in fact by another hand, and so at odds with the prevailing 
cartographic norm that each mode seems to ironize the other.9 The doodled 
pictograph of Castle Rock makes picturesque reference to the European past 
quite similar to that made later in the atlas by William Hay’s engraving after 
Seymour’s far more sophisticated view of the same subject with its medita-
tion on the ruination of a cultural form imitated in a natural formation 
itself imitated in a work of art.10 In this sense Seymour, too, was engaged in 
“mapping” the world, attuned to the interests and ambitions of James in his 
role as expedition geologist; and yet this juxtaposition of numeric and illusion-
istic visions of the real ironically weakens the map’s scientific authority, calling 
into question precisely how it should be read.

The map itself does provide some clues. A table of “Explanations” (Figure 4.2) 
in the upper right corner of the Eastern Section of the map appears just where 
one presumably is meant to begin to make sense of the world it represents, near 
Pittsburgh where the expedition began. Here we learn to read the symbols by 
means of which the world of Nature is inscribed with History, the expedition’s 
route marked out as we have seen with dated points of mere encampment 
differentiated graphically from those where astronomical observations were 
also taken. Dotted lines represent somewhat more spectrally the routes of 
Long’s four earlier expeditions. Abstract or geometric symbols represent towns 
and villages, settlements and fortifications; small, upright isosceles triangles, 
isomorphic with the real- world structures (teepees) to which they quaintly 
refer, indicate the presence of seasonal, Indian villages encountered during the 
summer of 1820.

Just as a stylistically related version of the castle representing Castle Rock 
appears in Seymour’s View of the Castle Rock, variants or arguably prototypes 
of these latter forms appear elsewhere in the atlas as well in the work of both 
expedition artists. Given the nature of his duties as assistant naturalist, we 
might expect Peale’s approach to delineating Plains Indian dwellings to have 
been more scientific than picturesque, yet his Moveable Skin Lodges of the 
Kaskaias (Figure 4.3) employs the triangularity of those structures metaphor-
ically to suggest at once mysterious interiority and cultural stability. The single 
open yet pictorially closed- off entryway teases the viewer with its intimation 
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of a hidden ethnologic unknown even as it domesticates that unknown in a 
vignette featuring familiar mother– child relations, calculated thematic effects 
here executed by the same engravers, Young and Delleker, responsible for the 
triangular “signs” identified in the map’s legend and distributed across its sur-
face.11 Peale’s skin lodges, in contrast, float within indefinite borders, a vignette 
at once compositionally centered yet ungrounded, a self- conscious fiction how-
ever naturalized as ethnographic reportage.12

Immediately following this image, Seymour’s Oto Encampment (Figure 4.4) 
represents a line of such teepees closing off the horizon. The image, engraved 
by Francis Kearney, seems map- like in its own way, but again with symbolic 
inaccessibility seemingly very much the point. In the left foreground, two 
barely clad, primitively- armed Indian boys, less Oto than armed Renaissance 
putti, who mediate between reader- viewers and an unfamiliar world directly 
derive from the fanciful embellishments of such early modern maps as the 
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane (1713), available for Seymour to consult in the 
expedition library.13 The busyness of Seymour’s midground, with Oto riders 

Figure 4.2  Young and Delleker, after Stephen Long, Map of the Country Drained by the 
Mississippi, 1822, Eastern Section, detail: “Explanations.” Yale Collection 
of Western Americana, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library.
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on horseback racing back and forth and, in the far left distance, very possibly 
the arrival of a Konza delegation, which in effect constitutes the interruption 
of our view, helps make visible the way in which the map, too, is like a genre 
painting or engraving filled with incoherent narrative and topographic detail 
with the expedition’s own comings and goings superimposed upon a nominally 
geographic expanse.

Long’s paired maps present, in fact, a barely ordered, awkwardly 
unchoreographed mass of markings in a range of fonts that in a way humor-
ously run at every angle, recording a diversity of data— topographic, geologic, 
ethnographic, and historical— in a semiotic confusion, suggesting anxiety at 
the prospect of inadvertent omission. The product of competing agendas, this 
density of markings reflects the scope of the expedition’s ambitions yet graph-
ically suggests the nature of its failings.14

Other among the handful of pictorial engravings in the atlas reinforce this 
unsettling, arguably governing thematics of disorder; of accumulated, only 
thinly processed data whose epistemological uncertainty is evident in the art 

Figure 4.3  Young and Delleker, after Titian Ramsay Peale, Moveable Skin Lodges of 
the Kaskaias, 1822, black- and- white engraving, in Edwin James, comp., 
Account of an Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains 
(Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1822– 23), Atlas volume, pl. 5.  Yale 
Collection of Western Americana, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript 
Library.
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as well. Seymour’s War Dance in the Interior of a Konza Lodge (Figure 4.5), 
engraved by Cephas Grier Childs, for instance, represents an action rendered 
ironically less visible by its theatrical lighting, though directly blocked in any 
case by a dark dividing post at foreground center, precisely in the viewer’s line 
of sight— and, as the atlas itself acknowledges, misidentified, for this “War 
Dance” was in fact a “Dog Dance.” Seymour calls further attention to this 
drama of not seeing by embedding a portrait of three expedition scientists 
structurally divided from the spectacle that they have come to study, a pictorial 
figure graphically suggesting the contingency of ethnographic understanding.15

View Near the Insulated Tablelands, the final pictorial image in the atlas (a 
pair of vertical sections follow), suggests the contingency of the expedition’s 
geological and topographic understanding through a similar structural meta-
phor, its line of march paralleling rather than penetrating the world its “sci-
entific gentlemen” and topographic engineers have come to understand. Such 
images served to record the scientific data that the expedition gathered, not 
mimetically in the strictest sense but aesthetically refigured and thematically 
inflected. A note in the Account warns us that even the two vertical sections 
with which the atlas concludes are in fact calculated fictions: that some “wide 
and uninteresting plains” have simply been omitted; that the inclinations 
indicated are “not to be considered applicable to all … strata”; that certain 

Figure 4.4  Francis Kearney, after Samuel Seymour, Oto Encampment, 1822, black- and- 
white engraving, in Edwin James, comp., Account of an Expedition from 
Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains (Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1822– 23), 
Atlas volume, pl. 6. Yale Collection of Western Americana, Beinecke Rare 
Book and Manuscript Library.
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other geologic features— for instance Allegheny coal deposits— have not been 
“particularly represented.”16

Perhaps it is not too uncharitable to point out that, despite the scientific 
rigor of which Graham boasts, much else on the face of the map pretends to 
its accuracy undeservedly because not based on firsthand observation at all, 
so that, in a sense, the routes traveled by the expedition mark out as much the 
controlling limits as the extent of its research. Indeed, as we have seen, here and 
there such non- cartographic spaces are literally overwritten by textual com-
mentary, at times ironically so. The claim that “The Great Desert is frequented 
by roving bands of Indians who have no fixed places of residence but roam 
from place to place in quest of game” (printed across the open prairie just east 
of James’ Peak and Castle Rock) calls attention to the very blankness that it 
otherwise arguably serves to distract one from perceiving.

This inscription does, as Craib nicely puts it, “bring history and geog-
raphy into mutual dialogue in order to validate or legitimate the position 
of those in power in relation to those over whom they presume to rule.”17 
But it also humorously juxtaposes its non- image of Native hunters with 
the line of the expedition’s route westward, in apparent unawareness or 
denial of the fact (though well- documented in the expedition Account) that 

Figure 4.5  Cephas Grier Childs, after Samuel Seymour, War Dance in the Interior 
of a Konza Lodge, 1822, black- and- white engraving, in Edwin James, 
comp., Account of an Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains 
(Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1822– 23), Atlas volume, pl. 1. Courtesy Yale 
Collection of Western Americana, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript 
Library.
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it was ultimately Long and his men, despite the arbitrary linearity of their 
advance, who were roaming the desert, relatively aimlessly, unsure of their 
whereabouts as the Native Americans whom they encountered most cer-
tainly were not.

A remarkable image in Peale’s sketchbook (Figure 4.6) records the actuality 
of that experience quite poignantly. It takes one a moment, in fact, even to 
notice the two hapless figures, soldiers or gentlemen, trudging their way across 
the desert waste, making clear the degree to which Long’s Western map in 
particular rescripts the frictions and the circumstantial blindness of the exped-
itionary process into signs of “fixity” (Craib’s term), so many graphic carto-
graphic claims to cognitive control. And yet the maps themselves, as we have 
seen, resist clear apprehension. Their shifts in pictorial strategy between 
symbolic abstraction and pictorial illusionism, their incoherence, suggest an 
inconsistency of purpose; their clutter of data, almost certainly intended as an 
invitation but in fact overwhelming the gaze, suggests anxiety about as well as 
the ambition to control.

There are structural issues as well. The atlas, grouping together maps, graphic 
illustrations, and vertical sections— each relegated, as originally published, to 
its own tissue- paper- covered sheet— prevents one from considering more than 
a single image at once, so that each opportunity for vicarious travel becomes 
interrupted as one turns the page, shifting from subject to subject and, given 
the number of artistic hands involved, from pictorial style to pictorial style, 
and among representational modes as well, including, of course, the strictly 
cartographic. The Long Expedition Atlas is, in fact, unique in its genre. More 
traditional early nineteenth- century illustrated maps featured inset images 
relegated to small and in general rectangular “window views” at the margins 
of cartographic space proper, providing illusionistic glimpses of the world 
represented more abstractly by the map itself, providing a “visual, historical, 
and spatial anchor … to the abstract grid.”18 The decision, essentially without 
precedent, to decouple expedition maps and illustrations in a separately bound 

Figure 4.6  Titian Ramsay Peale, untitled sketch of two men crossing the desert, July 
25, 1820, graphite with ink on paper. Yale University Art Gallery; gift of 
Ramsay MacMullen, M.A.H. 1967.
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volume must have reflected Long’s sense, or perhaps that of his publisher, 
Mathew Carey, that this pictorial arrangement would have broad appeal, for 
there were various and differing classes of viewer/ readers to be kept in mind: 
members of the scientific establishment; government officials, including but by 
no means limited to Long’s superiors in the War Department (for his goal was 
always that of increasing his own opportunities for topographic exploration); 
and the larger public. Dividing or one might prefer fracturing the continent 
into paired sections, a decision dramatically reversed in the London edition, 
would have been part of this same strategy of nationalist hegemonic projection 
curiously undermined by fragmentation.19

The awkwardness and inconsistency of the result— and the fascination the 
atlas inspires— can perhaps be explained most simply by the overdetermined 
nature of its production, involving over several years a team of loosely collab-
orating artists and scientists engaged in surveying not merely physical but cul-
tural space. The maps themselves were of course similarly collaborative efforts, 
their incoherence arguably the result of, to borrow a useful term from John 
Pickles, cartographic bricolage.20 Maps, though they pretend to and attempt to 
achieve a certain seamlessness, are in fact cobbled together out of raw data if 
possible and fragments of older maps if necessary. We know Long set to work 
“compiling” his own maps shortly after his return to Philadelphia in late 1820. 
We know he borrowed cartographic records from the War Department because 
he complained of their inaccuracy.21 With Swift’s help he set to work laying 
out what he referred to as “projections,” while Graham, with the assistance 
of a Lieutenant Talcott, “calculated,” i.e., translated the vast number of astro-
nomical observations taken over the 18- month course of the expedition into 
plottable points.22

We know that one of the maps Long consulted in Washington was 
produced during the expedition by Lieutenant Gabriel Field, tracing the route 
of a military road constructed to supply Camp Missouri, very near Engineer 
Cantonment.23 That piece of the puzzle can be clearly discerned on Long’s 
compilation (see Figure 4.1, Western Section), where the straight- as- an- arrow 
road labeled along its horizon “Field’s Trace” transects the more naturally 
undulating contours of the drainage systems it traverses. This vestige or indeed 
“trace” of Field’s reconnaissance exemplifies the process of bricolage that Long 
and his associates employed. The map, of course, also naturally deconstructs 
along these selfsame lines. Field’s Trace would make an appearance in another 
period map in a commissioned portrait of Calhoun by Charles Bird King that 
spring, a further reminder that the expedition was itself but a large piece in a 
still larger puzzle, informed by competing nationalist and more purely topo-
graphic interests.24

There are other explanations for the awkwardness and semiotic inconsist-
ency of Long’s otherwise quite handsome maps. Art historian Robin Kelsey, 
previously cited, has attributed such effects to the organizational structure of 
period expeditionary practice, as a result of which a topographic engineer like 
Long found himself working alongside and so influenced by professionals in 
related fields, Seymour and Peale among them, from whom “graphic strategies” 
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could be “borrowed and combined,” a “fertile mingling of practices” that 
“enabled” what Kelsey terms “novel forms of pictorial connotation”25— and 
that we might term modes of pictorial metaphor.

Cartographic historian J.B. Harley, also previously cited, would impli-
cate the map’s publisher in this production of pictorial connotation as well. 
Mathew Carey and successor firms had been the leading producer of maps 
for the American market for three decades, a success Harley argues owed to 
entrepreneurial innovation. Rather than himself employing surveyors and a 
staff of draftsmen, specialist map engravers, colorers, and mounters, Carey 
subcontracted these tasks out to the many highly trained professionals living 
and working in Philadelphia, some of whom we have encountered: Cephas 
Grier Childs, Francis Kearney, Young and Delleker, William Hay. Though 
the process itself was efficient, its horizontal distribution had visible effects. 
Fragmentation, linearity, mensuration, illusionism, inaccessibility, and con-
tingency are all in this sense closely related pictorial conditions contributory 
to and indeed constitutive of these maps’ pictorial effects, thus shaping their 
historical significance.26 Samuel Lewis, long in charge of Carey’s operations, 
who died just as the atlas plates were being pulled, considered that the better 
maps that they produced, these certainly included, achieved an elegance that, 
in effect, made them “pictures.”27 And like many maps, perhaps more than 
most, complex overdetermined “pictures” they were.
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more amenable to the thematic insights I  pursue here involving less indexical 
suggestions of dissociation, doubt, and instability.

 12 See Haltman, Looking Close and Seeing Far, 88. Similar (of course triangular) 
teepees recur in Peale’s expedition sketchbooks.
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by the expedition”; Stephen Harriman Long to John C. Calhoun, Nov. 6, 1821, 
Philadelphia, ALS. The number of maps was left unspecified; the decision to sep-
arate Eastern and Western sections thus expressed a particular later intention.

 20 See John Pickles, A History of Spaces: Cartographic Reason, Mapping and the Geo- 
coded World (London: Routledge, 2004), passim; and also Magali M.  Carrera, 
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Mexico (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011), 6– 9.

 21 Friis, “Stephen H. Long’s Unpublished Manuscript Map,” 85.
 22 See Graham, “Astronomical and Meteorological Records,” v.  Long completed 

work on his paired maps “of the Country Drained by the Mississippi” (on a scale 
of 75 miles to an inch) by July 22, 1822, based on (though apparently differing 
from) a much larger original (on a scale of 36 miles to an inch) measuring 54 ½ 
× 48 ¾ inches already reported to be “in a state of considerable forwardness” 
the previous November. A  large format, hand- colored version of the map was 
also included in the first and subsequent editions of Carey and Lea’s A Complete 
Historical, Chronological, and Geographical American Atlas (1823); see Friis, 
“Stephen H.  Long’s Unpublished Manuscript Map,” 86– 87; Long to Calhoun, 
Nov. 3, 1821.

 23 Calhoun, in a letter to Samuel Coate Atkinson in early Feb. 1820, acknowledged 
receipt of a map of the proposed road; see Calhoun to Atkinson, Feb. 7, 1820, in 
The Papers of John C. Calhoun, ed. W. Edwin Hemphill (Columbia: University of 
South Carolina Press, for South Caroliniana Society, 1967), 4: 646. The original 
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 24 See Haltman, Looking Close and Seeing Far, 174– 175, nn. 2– 3.
 25 Kelsey, Archive Style, 6.  The collaborative nature of the interactions among 

professionals involved in the production of the atlas is suggested by Long’s will-
ingness, at least in theory, to share a percentage of the proceeds from the sale of 
the Account; see Stephen H. Long to John C. Calhoun, Nov. 6, 1821, Philadelphia, 
ALS, National Archives.
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(Sept. 1977): 766– 771. Although this system “made good commercial sense,” 
Harley acknowledges, “for a publisher so under- capitalized as Carey it is doubtful 
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